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Slovak Spotted cattle represents an endangered breed with cultural importance in Slovakia. The study was based 
on the panel of 34,604 SNPs that were used for genotyping of 451 individuals. We used a combination of two 
arrays Illumina BovineSNP50v2 BeadChip and ICBF International Dairy and Beef v3, for estimation of gene flow 
and genetic drift. Based on the admixture results, a gene flow network across the analysed breeds was created. 
Our result showed that the Jersey population was involved in the grading-up of the analysed breeds. Analysed 
breeds were not confirmed to influence genetic make-up of Jersey. In addition, the phylogenetic analysis of the 
six cattle breeds revealed that Jersey is separated from the others. In contrast, the other breeds showed a close 
relationship with each other according to the maximum‐likelihood tree. Migration edges reached weight values 
below 0.2, apart the one observed among the Ayrshire/Swiss Simmental breeds into Jersey (0.4), reflecting that 
the donor population has made a significant contribution to the recipient population.  
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1 Introduction 

The genetic diversity within and between breeds is derived from their origin, history and development 
(Troy et al., 2001; Kasprzak-Filipek et al., 2019). An essential task in biodiversity conservation is to 
protect native domestic breeds of cattle, which represent a reservoir of unique combinations of genes 
and alleles (Bulla et al., 2013). The present concept of the breeds was formulated by historical events 
such as fluctuations in population size and selection processes. In particular, intensive artificial 
selection performed in the last century has resulted in significant changes in the genetic composition 
of individuals and production systems (Kukučková et al., 2017). Genetic drift is an evolutionary 
process, which is defined as a change in the frequency of an already existing gene variant in a 
population due to random sampling of organisms (Masel, 2011). Genetic drift can act in a variety of 
ways, until the complete disappearance of some gene variants from a population, resulting in a 
reduction in overall genetic variation. Several authors defined genetic drift as a random change in 
allele frequencies over generations due to the final population size (Wright, 1929; Falconer and 
Mackay, 1996; Merilä, 2014).  
In natural populations, gene flow and species distribution are key processes that affect demographics 
and the development of the structure of populations. The genetic structure, which represents the 
composition of animals in a population, can be strongly influenced by external factors such as genetic 
drift, gene flow and in some cases natural selection (Banks et al., 2013). The genetic structure of 
populations is affected by the limited flow of genes that occurs as geographical distances increase 
among them (Sexton et al., 2014). The genetic structure can be characterised by markers analysis, 
and in recent years, the use of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) has become prevalent in this 
research (Groeneveld et al., 2010). Studies indicate that SNP analyses explain bovine history more 
accurately than microsatellite sequence analysis and are therefore more commonly used in 
biodiversity conservation (Gautier et al., 2007; McKay et al., 2008; Socol et al., 2015). The aim of the 
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present study was to investigate genetic diversity and assess the genetic drift and gene flow within 
and among cattle breeds. 

2 Material and methods 

The SNP database was composed by combining new data and data from public repositories. The 
dataset was composed of 451 animals consisting of Slovak spotted cattle (SS = 85) along with 
historically-related breeds; Holstein (HOL = 99), Swiss Simmental (SIM = 78), Slovak Pinzgau (PIN = 
151), Jersey (JER = 28) and Ayrshire (AYR = 10). Over the last 50 years, there has been a 
significant decrease in the number of autochthonous breeds in Slovakia (Chrenek et al., 2017). For 
this reason, protected herds of Slovak spotted and Slovak Pinzgau cattle were established. The 
main goal is to preserve these breeds by purebred breeding in in situ conditions (FAO, 2003). 

Traditional Slovak breeds (SS and PIN) were genotyped by two platforms - Illumina BovineSNP50v2 
BeadChip and ICBF International Dairy and Beef v3. The Jersey were genotyped by GeneSeek GGP 
150K genotyping platform. While genotypic data of other breeds (HOL, SIM and AYR) were obtained 
using web-based data archive (McTavish et al., 2013).   

Standard quality control of SNPs was performed using PLINK v1.9 (Chang et al., 2015), according to 
Moravčíková et al. (2018). The dataset consisted of 34,604 SNP markers.  Some SNPs were pruned 
due to high linkage disequilibrium (LD) in software PLINK v1.9. Kijas et al. (2009) reported that pruning 
of SNPs with high LD acts against the effect of bias in the detection and then expresses a meaningful 
comparison of breeds. A total of 5,584 SNPs remained for further analysis. The population structure of 
the analysed breeds was evaluated using Bayesian Population Structure Analysis (BAPS) version 6.0 
(Corander and Tang, 2007). Our results were based on the number of cluster K 10-50 and 1,000 
simulations from the posterior allele frequencies, according to Kukučková et al. (2018). The TreeMix 
software (Pickrell and Pritchard, 2012) was used to recognise genetic drift and migration between the 
analysed populations. Subsequently, the consistency of migration events was evaluated (10x separate 
runs) and then migration edges (-m set to max 8) were added to the generated graph (Upadhyay et 
al., 2019).  The results were visualised using R software (R Core Team, 2014). 

3 Results and discussion 

Figure 1 shows the degree of gene flow identified across the six evaluated populations. The evaluation 
of the admixture of a particular population is shown by an arrow pointing to that population. A typical 
population contains its primary sources (the population itself), which are indicated by a looping arrow 
and consequently contains small proportions of gene flow from other populations (Tang et al., 2009). 
The observed level of admixture was expressed in the graph as arrows between breeds, with the 
corresponding numbers representing migration rate for the analysed population (Kukučková et al., 
2018). Four modes of gene flow between SIM, HOL, AYR, PIN and SS populations (cluster 1 – 5) 
were found. Gene flow between clusters shows that clusters from 1 to 5 represent sources of migrants 
but also receive gene flow.  

The exception was the JER population (cluster 6), which contributed to each population analysed. But 
cluster 6 was not affected by other breeds, because did not show four modes of gene flow. The cluster 
6 seems to participate in the development history of the analysed breeds, but not vice versa. In the 
case of cluster 5 (SS), it reached a high proportion of genotypes that have same sequence signature s 
from other clusters, indicating extensive migration events between these populations. The SS has 
97% of its genetic make-up, but only 3% of the DNA introduced was obtained through gene flow from 
other populations. The two major sources of gene flow for cluster 5 come from the clusters 3 (AYR) 
and 6 (JER), with a contribution of 3% and 0.44%, respectively. The remaining 0.45% of genes come 
from the other clusters, but neither of them participated with more than 0.4%. The results agree with 
the historical formation of the Slovak spotted breed in Slovakia.  

Slovak spotted and PIN cattle come from the common already extinct ancestors of the Carpathian red 
and grey cattle. In the 18th century, the SIM participated in the formation of the breed, as stated by 
Kasarda et al. (2015). After 1972, other breeds such as HOL, JER and AYR participated in the 
formation of the breed to increase milk production (Association of Slovak Spotted cattle breeders - 
Cooperative, 2020). 
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Figure 1 Tentative gene flow graph in evaluated populations (Swiss Simmental – Cluster 1, Holstein – 
Cluster 2, Ayrshire – Cluster 3, Slovak Pinzgau – Cluster 4, Slovak Spotted – Cluster 5, Jersey – 
Cluster 6) 

 

The maximum‐likelihood (ML) phylogenetic ancestry graph was generated to examine genetic 
differentiation and gene flow among evaluated cattle breeds. For our dataset, the ML tree topology 
generated a graph on which populations are separated into two groups (JER and other breeds). 
Figure 2 shows the maximum‐likelihood tree for the six evaluated cattle populations and expresses the 
migration arrows, which are coloured according to their weight and degree of admixture among 
breeds.  

The amount of gene flow between the evaluated populations is proportionally expressed by a scale on 
the horizontal axis and by the length of the horizontal branches. The horizontal axis scale was 
expressed as 10x the average standard error of the covariance matrix between populations based on 
allele frequencies (Karimi et al., 2016). 

All breeds except SS and PIN had long branches in the ML graph, which indicates that these breeds 
were carried away similarly, as reported by Rochus et al. (2020) in Swedish sheep. A medium-weight 
migration edge connecting to the SIM cattle branch comes from SS breed. It is also interesting that 
there is a high migration border between the roots of the AYR and SIM and JER populations. 
Compared with results of Browett et al. (2017), our findings point the hypothesis of historical gene flow 
from the SIM and AYR populations into the ancestral population of modern JER cattle. All migrations 
edges showed a lower weight below 0.2, the only exception being the migration from AYR/SIM to JER, 
which weighted 0.4, pointing the donor population made a significant genetic contribution to the 
consignee breed, similarly to that stated by Orozco-terWengel et al. (2015). It was found that between 
the evaluated populations, the Slovak breeds showed the lowest degree of divergence, similar to what 
reported by Jemaa et al. (2015) for Tunisian local cattle. 
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Figure 2  The maximum‐likelihood (ML) tree expressing the inferred relationship between analysed 
cattle populations (JER= Jersey, HOL= Holstein, AYR= Ayrshire, SIM = Swiss Simmental, SS= Slovak 
Spotted, PIN= Slovak Pinzgau) 

4 Conclusions 

Many breeds of cattle are considered endangered, and the erosion of the existing genetic variability is 
leading to irretrievably losing these populations. For this reason, the assessment of diversity and 
genetic variability is crucial. Our results pointed out low to slightly genetic drift as well as high gene 
flow among analysed breeds. These findings reflected that JER was separated from all the other 
breeds. Ayrshire and SIM have resulted as highly connected breeds. The gene pool of SS was 
influenced by other breeds; this observation follows the historical formation of the SS breed. This study 
brought new information on the level of genetic drift and gene flow among evaluated breeds, which 
should be considered in conservation programs to preserve genetic diversity. Slovak Spotted 
represents a unique breed that would not be possible to restore to the form we know it today in case of 
extinction. A similar analysis will be applied in the future to beef breeds, in the formation of which SS 
participated. 
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